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Summary. This paper proves that given a convex polyhedron Pe R.3 and a 
smooth strictly convex body K c )R3, there is some convex polyhedron Q com-
binatorically equivalent to P which midscribes K; that is, all the edges of Q 
are tangent {Q K. Furthermore, with some stronger smoothness conditions on 
BK, the space of all such Q is a six dimensional differentiable manifold. 
I Introduction 
For any n= 3, 4, 5, one can find a convex n-gon in the plane so that all 
its vertices lie on the unit circle. In fact, the convex hull of any n distinct points 
on the unit circle gives such an n-gon. The situation in 3-space is rather different. 
Steinitz CSt] has shown that there are convex polyhedra PeR? so that there 
is no combinatorically equivalent polyhedron having all the vertices on the 
unit sphere. By duality, it follows that there are combinatorial types of convex 
polyhedra that are not realizable with all the (2-dimensional) faces tangent to 
the unit spherc. 
Schulte [Schu] has generalized the above result of Stcinitz, by showing that 
for pairs of integers (m, d) satisfying O;:;am < d, d> 2, (m, d)4: (1 , 3) there are com-
binatorial types of d-dimensional polytopes which are not (m,d)-scribable; that 
is, they cannot he realized in d-space in such a way that all the m-dimensional 
faces are tangent to the unit (d - 1 )-sphere. The case (m, d) = (l , 3), is an exception. 
Koehe [Koe] has claimed that every 3 dimensional convex polyhedron is com-
binatorically equivalent to a polyhedron which midscribes thc unit sphere; that 
is, all its edges are tangent to the unit sphere. However, the proof in [Koe] 
is only for polyhedra which are simple or simplicial. The result for general 
polyhed ra follows from Andreev's Theorem [An i, An2], as Thurston [Th, 
Chap. 13J observed. The midscribing polyhed ron is unique, up to projective 
transformations which preserve the sphere. 
Schulte also introduced the question of replacing the Euclidean sphere in 
the above by other convex bodies. It is the purpose of this paper to generalize 
the Koebe-Andreev-Thurston result in this d irection by proving: 
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1.1 Midscribability Theorem. Let P be a (3-dimensional) convex polyhedron, and 
let K c R 3 be a smooch strictly convex body. Then there exists a convex polyhedron 
Q c R 3 combinarorially equivalent to P which midscribes K. 
With stronger smoothness conditions on K, one can say more : 
1.2 Theorem. In 11Ieorem 1.1, if for some integer k ;?; l iJ K is CH I-smooth and 
has positive Gaussian curvature everywhere, then the space of such midscrihing 
Q is a six dimension Ck-smooth manifold. 
This also implies that the space of midscribing Q is C"". if iJK is C'" and 
has positive Gaussian curvature. 
A few words about the proof of Theorem l.l. The main part of the proof 
is establishing the theorem for the case where iJ K is C2-smoolh and has positive 
Gaussian curvature everywhere, and then the general case follows by approxima-
tions and convergence. We consider the space of all configurations; where a 
configuration is, by definition, an indexed collection of planes and points in 
R) ; the points being indexed by the vertices of P, and the planes are indexed 
by the faces of P. A configuration corrresponds to a P-type K-midscribing 
polyhedron if the obvious conditions hold: the point corresponding to any vertex 
v of P belongs to every plane corresponding to a face of P containing the 
vertex v, the line segment joining the points corresponding to two vertices which 
share an edge in P is tangent to K , etc. With the presence of the stronger 
smoothness assumptions on K, these different conditions determine differentiable 
subrnanifolds of configuration space, and so, each point in the intersection of 
these submanifolds corresponds to a P-type K-midscribing polyhedron. We use 
geometric observations and a combinatorial argument to show that any intersec-
tion of these submanifolds is transverse. Transversality then implies that if we 
have a P-type K-midscribing polyhedron Q, then for a sufficiently small pertur-
bation K ' of K a K ' midscribing P-typc polyhedron Q' can be found. This 
enables us to transport midscribing polyhedra from one K to another, and 
the proof is then easily completed. 
Certainly, the central part of this argument is the proof of transversality. 
The method in which we establish transversality is in many respects reminiscent 
of Cauchy's approach to rigidity of polyhedra ([Ca, Ro]). In a forthcoming 
paper the author intends to elaborate on this matter, and to use some of the 
techniques presented here to obtain new proofs of infinitesimal Cauchy rigidity 
and related results. 
As noted above, Thurston's proof that the sphere can be midscribed by 
a polytope of given combinatorics is an application of Andreev's Theorem. 
As Thurston observed, Andreev's Theorem can be reinterpreted to obtain the 
Circle Packing Theorem, which says that any planar graph can be realized 
as the tangency graph of a circle packing on the sphere. In [Schr] the Circle 
Packing Theorem is generalized to packings of shapes other than circles. Using 
this generalization, Theorem 1.1 is proved there in the case that P is a simple 
or a simplicial polyhedron. Although this may not be apparent to the reader, 
the techniques of thi s paper are also closely related to the theory of packings 
in two dimensions. In fact, much of the arguments here were conceived as part 
of a differentiable proof giving uniqueness and existence of packings, in the 
spirit of [Schr]. Later, the method of [Schr] superseded the differentiable proof. 
Fortunately, this differentiable approach is most useful for the purposes of this 
work. 
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It is worthwhile to note that Thurston's route from circle packings to spherc-
midscribing polyhedra can be reversed, and so we obtain a new proof of the 
Circle Packing Theorem as an additional reward for our efforts. (See 6.1.) 
Acknowledgements. I would like to c1tpress thanks to Egon Shulte for suggesting to try and 
use my packing theorems to obtain polyhedra thai midscribe given conve1t bodies. I am also 
very grateful to Bill Thurston, who advised mc to try the diffeTCnliablc approach to obtain 
a uniqueness result for packings. 
2 Preliminaries 
The main purpose of this section is to define some terms we later use, and 
to introduce notations. We freely use some of the most elementary notions 
in convcxity (good sources for these are, for example, [Eg, Gr]), and these 
are defined here only if some confusion is anticipated. Similarly, we assume 
some very rudimentary knowledge of differential topology, especially transversa-
lity of submanifolds. 
A convex body in IR 1 is a compact convex subset of R 3 which has in terior 
points. A smooth convex body is a convex body which has a unique supporting 
plane at every boundary point (this is equivalent 10 the boundary being 
CI-smooth), and a strictly convex body, is a convex body whose boundary 
does not contain any nontrivial line segment. 
Given points x, yel~.~. we usc the notation [x,y] to denote the line segment 
joining x and y. 
A polyhedron in lR J is the convex hull of finitely many points in IR 3 which 
are not all coplanar. Let P be some arbi trary polyhedron in lR l, which will 
be fixed henceforth. We denote the set of vertices of P by V, the set of edges 
by E, and the sci of (2-dimensional) faces by F. A P-type polyhedron will mean 
a polyhedron which is combinatorical1y equivalent to P. 
Thc extended graph of P, G+ =G+(P), is the graph whose vcrtex set is Vu F, 
and whose edges are Eu V F, where V F denotes the collection of all pairs ( v,J ) 
so that ve V, f e F and the vertex v belongs to the face f A vertex i in the 
graph G+ will be called a V-vertex if ie V, or an F-vertex if ieF. Hopefully, 
the fact that a face of P is a vertex of G+ will cause no confusion. An edge 
( i, j> of G+ is a v-v edge if (i,j>eE, and is termed a V-F edge if ( i,j> e VF. 
G+ has an embedding in S2, canonical up to homeomorphism, which can 
be visualized on the boundary of P by choosing an interior point in every 
face and connecting it to the vertices of that facc. We will always consider 
G+ with this embedding, which detcrmines a triangulation of S2. As above, 
if i,j are vcrtices of G+ which arc joined by an edge, then ( i,j> will denote 
that edge. Similarly, the notation ( i, j , k> will be used for a triangle of G+; 
that is, a triangle in the triangulation induced by G+. 
A polyhedron QcR3 is said to midscribe a smooth strictly convex body 
KcRl if every edgeofQis tangent to K(that is, to oK). 
2.1 Obsenations. Let K c R l be a smooth and strictly convex body, and let Q 
be a K-midscribing polyhedron. 
(1) If m is a plane containing a face of Q, then the polygon m ("\ Q circumscribes 
the smooth convex set m ("\ K in the plane m. 
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(2) If v, II are vertices of Q, then the line segment [v, u] intersects K. 
Proof (I) is obvious. By definition, (2) ho lds if <v, u) is an edge of Q. Otherwise, 
let Eu be the set of edges of Q incident with v. Each edge <v, w)eEu contains 
some point p<". w)e K. But [I), u] intersects the convex hull of the points p~ , 
eeE". and K is convex. Therefore (2) holds. 0 
3 Configuration space and its submanifolds 
In this section K will denote an arbit rary smooth strictly convex body in R3. 
Let Z be the space (1R3tx(Gr 2t, where Cr1 is the space of all oriented 
affine planes in JR J , In other words, a point ze2 gives a choice of a point 
in It 3 for each vertex: VE V of P, and a choice of an oriented plane for each 
face feF. Z will be called the configuration space and a point ze Z will be 
called a configuration. For a configuration ze2 we denote by Zu the point in 
R 3 corresponding to a vertex ve V, and similarly, zf will denote the plane corre-
sponding to a face f E F. 
For each V-F edge (v,J)e VF, let S(u.f) be the submanifold of Z consisting 
of the configurations zeZ for which z~ is contained in the plane Zf ' S<",f) 
is a C OO-smooth submanifold of Z having codimension I. 
Let Z -+- = Z + (K) be the set of confi gurati ons ZEZ which avoid K in the 
sense that z"fK for each ve V. Z -+- is an open set in Z. 
Let Zc be the set of configurations Z so that for each face fe F allthc points 
z" corresponding to vertices v which do not belong to the face / are below 
the plane zf' Because the plane zfEGr2 is o riented, it is meaningful to refer 
to the open half space above Z f ' and to the one below z f' Z~ is also open 
in Z . 
For each v.v edge ( v, u) of P, let S(v . ~ ) = S(v.u )(K) be the set of all configura-
tions zeZ + so that (the relative interio r 01) the line segment joining tv a nd 
z~ is tangent to oK. 
3.1 Lemma. If oK is C" -+- l·smoOlh ifor some integer k ~ I), and has positive Gaus· 
sian curvature everywhere, then S(",u) is a codimension I C"·smooth submanifold 
o/Z +. 
The proof will be sketchy, because it has little relevance to our interests. 
Proof Let 1/1: R l-+ oK be a CHI _smoot h coordinate chart for oK . Define a 
mapping 
Vi: R ' x (R' - (OJ) x lR , - (It')'.' .' 
by 
Vi(a. b, l). - ~(a)+N.(b), Vi (a, b, l). - ~(a) - ). d~.(b). 
(We identify T,.Rl with 1R1, and consider T,,!G)oK as a linea r plane in IR 3.) 
Then the segment [$'(a,b,A)u, ~(a, b,A)uJ is tangent to oK at 1/1 (a). Beca use 
l/t is Ck-+- I·smooth, it follows thatlP is C"-smooth. 
From the assumption that oK is positively curved it is not hard to (geometri-
cally) deduce that drp is everywhere nonsingular. It then follows that rp x id 
can be used for a coordinate chart fo r S (v • ., ) , where id is the identity map 
on (R3t- 1u.wJ x (Gr2t. The lemma follows. 0 
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Suppose that Q is a P-typc polyhedron in JRJ , and consider a particula r 
combinatorial equivalence between Q and P. Then there i.~ a configuration z 
corresponding to Q: for each ve V, z~e lR 3 is the position of the vertex correspond-
ing to v in Q, and for each f E F, z f is the plane containing the face corresponding 
to f in Q, oriented so that all the points Zv with v a vertex not in f are below 
z f ' Clearly, this configuration z will be in 
'" Zp = Z< n (n(v.n .. "F S(v,f» )' 
Conversely, a configuration contained in Zp corresponds to a polyhedron Q 
of combinato rial type P. We will say that such a configllfation realizes P, or 
that z is a realization of P, and P(z) will denote the actual polyhedron in IR 3 
which corrcsponds to z. 
If a P-type polyhedron Q actually midscribes K , then the corresponding 
configuration z will be in 
'" ZP. K = Z pn Z+ n (n( v,v)el: S(v. v»)' 
Conve rsely, every zeZp, K is a realizatio n of a K-midscribing P-type polyhedron. 
So ZP.K is the set we are reall y interested in. It is left to the rcader to convince 
himself that the above statements are obvious. 
4 Transversality 
The section is mostly devoted to the following theorem. 
4.1 Transversality Theorem, Let K c R 3 be a strictly convex body with C 2-srnooth 
positively curved boundary. Fix some edge <vo , vl)eE of P, and let f2e F be 
one of the two faces containing this edge. Let Xo and x I be two poims in IR J - K 
so that the line segment joining them is tangem to K, and let Y2 be an oriented 
plane comaining Xo and XI' Denote by Z', i=O, 1, 2, the set of configurations 
'" zeZ so that zvo=xo, Z~ l =XI> and Z,,=Y2 . respectively. Let E'= E-{<vo, VI)}, 
,,' 
and let VF' = VF - {<VO.J2)' <V I .Jl)}' Then the intersection 
(4. 1) 
is transverse. I 
Note that ZO nZ I C S("O. ~ l ) ' that Zo nZ2 c S«-o. " >' and that ZI n Z 2 c S(~I.f». 
Therefore Zi>,K is con tained in Zp,K' In fact , the configurations zeZ'p. K are 
precisely the realizations of P-type polytopes which midscribe K and satisfy 
L Recall that the intersection n8M8 of differentiable submanifolds of a differentiable manifold 
M is transverse if at every point z in the intersection the codimension of the intersection 
of the tangent spaces n . T,. M. is equal to the sum of the codimensions L. codim (T,. M J, where 
the tangent spaces T, M. are nalUral1y considered as subspaces of T, M. In particular, if the 
intersection is empty, then it is transverse. 
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the additional conditions z",,=xo. z., =x. and zl>= Y2' The proof of the theorem 
will be divided into several subsections. 
4.2 Codimension count. Z + and Zc are open in Z, and thus have codimension 
O. Each of Zo, Z', Z2 has codimension 3 in Z. (dim(Gr2) =3). Each of the 
S(".~ > and the S<",I> have codimension I. So the sum of the codimcnsions for 
the intersection (4.1) is 3 + 3 + 3 + 1£'1 + IVF'I, which is equal to 6+ lEI + IVFI. 
We will now show that WFI= 2IEI. Consider any V-F edge (v,f)e VF. There 
are precisely two edges of E which arc contained in the face J and have v 
as one of their vertices. Conversely, for each edge (w, u)eE there are four 
V-F edges (v,f)eVF so that v is w or u and J is a face containing (w, u). 
Thus we have exhibited a 410 2 correspondence between VF and E. This establ-
ishes rvFI~ 2 I EI. 
Now we see that the sum of the codimensions is 6 + 31EI. By Euler's formula 
this is equal to 31V1 + 31F1 = dim(Z). Thus, in order to prove transversality, we 
must show thai at each configuration z contained in the intersection (4.1), the 
intersection of the tangcnt spaces 
(4.2) 
has dimension 0; i.e., contains only the zero vector. Here we think of 1: Zo, 
the tangent space at z of the submanifold 2 0 of Z, as being contained in 1:Z, 
the tangent space of Z al z, and similarly for the other submanifolds of Z. 
4.3 The labeling associated witb a tangent vector. Assu me that zeZp.K , and 
let reT;;Z be a tangent vector at z. In the fo llowing, we will associate with 
t a labeling of the edges of G+. Every edge of G+ will be labeled with two 
labels, one label near each of its two endpoin ts. The possible labels are +. 0,- . 
We will use the notation li.j to denote the label on the edge <i,j) ncar the 
vertex i. For ve Vand for /eF, t ~e Tz~ 1R land tIe T. Gr 2 will denote the compo-
nents of t corresponding to v and J, respectively. (If 1t v: Z ...,.1R 3 is the projection 
,,' 
1tv(z)=zv, then tv= d1tv(t), and similarly for If.) 
Consider first an edge of type V-V, <v, u)eE. Because zeS(v. w}, the line 
segment joining z" to z" is tangent to K. Therefore, since K is smooth, it follows 
that there is a unique plane, say rn ( M}' which is tangent to K and contains 
z" and ZV' We will refer to the open half space determined by m(M> which 
is disjoint from K as being above m<".u>, and the o ther open half space determined 
by m<v. lt} as being below m(v. ,,>' With respect to tv we discriminate between 
three possibilities: tv eit her points above m (v .w), points below m(v . .,), or is parallel 
to m (M) ' It t" points above m<" • .,) , we label the part of the edge <v, u) which 
is near v with a + (i.e., we set Iv.u= +). If it points below, we place there 
a -, and if parallel, a O. Similarly, the vector r~ determines the labeling o f 
<v, u) near u, and so this procedure defines the labeling for all the V-V edges. 
Now consider any V-F edge <v,J). In the case where tv points above z" 
we labellv.,= +, ifit points below z" we set 1".,= - , and if parallel, 1".,=0. 
We define similarly the labeling of <vJ) ncar f Informally, if every infinitesi-
mal variation of z, in the direction I f gives a plane yeGr2 having v below 
it, then we label with a -. If every such variation gives a plane yeGr2 having 
v above it, then we labell,. v= +. Otherwise, a O. 
In order to make this more precise, we need a convenient interpretation 
for tf . Associate with each plane yeG r2 the unique affine function on R 3 which 
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is positive above y, negative below y, and whose gradient at every point has 
norm 1. Denote this function by ¢(y). This delines an embedding ¢ of Gr z 
inlO the vector space A(IR3, JR) of all affine functions on JR 3. In this way, to 
l , corresponds the tangent vector d¢(t,)e T~ ~z) A(R3, lR). As A(m.), R) is a 
vector space, the tangent space T~~z ) A(R3, iR) is canonically isomorphic to 
A(R 3 , lR), and thus we will regard 'dl/>(t, ) as an affine function on R? We 
set l,. ~= +, 0, - , depending on whether d¢(t , )(v»O, d¢(t , )(v) = O, or 
dl/>(t,)(v)< O, respectively. 
Having completed the definition of the labeling associated with t, we now 
discuss its properties. We continue our assumptions that zeZp. li. , and that t E T.Z 
is a tangent vector at z. 
4.4 Lemma. Let (v, u ) be any v-v type edge, and let e, feF be the two faces 
containing this edge. Then I~ .M ' tile label of ( v, u) near v. is 'between ' I~./ and 
lu.e. Saying that a label I is between two labels meatlS tllat if one of the two 
labels is '0', then I is equailo the other label, atld if borh labels are equal, then 
J is also equal to them. (l can be atly of +, 0, - , if the two labels are + and 
-.j 
Proof. There is clearly no loss of generality in assuming that z~ = O, and, for 
simplicity of notation, we will adopt this assumption. Let w" w2e V be the 
neighbors of v other than II which belong to the faces e,f, respectively. We 
think of t p as a vector in m. 3• Because z"", z"" and Zu are linearly independent, 
we can write 
(4.3) 
Now, on [zo, z"', ] there is some point of K, and this point must be below 
m(M >' because K lies below m(o.u>, except for the unique point in m(u. u>" K. 
Since z~e m<".u>, this implies thai z"" is below m<~.u > ' On the other hand z"" 
is on the plane ze and is below z,. A similar argument shows that z"" is on 
z, and below z~ and m<",u>' Noting that Zy and O=z" are in m<u,U)n zenz,. 
it follows from the above and from (4.3) that J~. e=sign(A.2)' that iu,,=sign()'l)' 
and that lo, w=sign(/. ,) if ).2= 0 or sign().1)=sign().2), and that fo,u= sign()' 2) if 
)' 1 = 0. This shows that lv, u is between lu. ~ and /u.,. and proves the lemma. 0 
4.5 Definitions. Consider our graph G+ and the labeling of it induced by t , 
and let i be some vertex of G+ (either a V-vertex. or an F-vertex). If there 
is some edge e of G+ whieh is incident with i and has a nonzero label near 
i, then i will be called live. Otherwise, i is termed dead. Now suppose that 
( i,j, k ) is a triangle of G+. If the two labels near i on ( i,j) and ( i,k.) are 
+ and - (i.e., {I1.j. lu} = { +. - }), then we consider this as a sign change 
in the triangle <i,j, k) at the vertex i. If one of these labels is 0, and the other 
is + or - , then we consider it as half a sign change. If both labels are 0, 
then it is not considered a sign change if i is dead, it is considered half a 
sign change if i is a live V-vertex, and it is considered a full sign change if 
i is a live F-vertex. See Fig. 4. 1. 
The reason for the difference in the way v- and F-vertices are treated is 
that we have included v-V edges in G+, but did not include F-F edges. The 
following lemma provides some motivation for these definitions. 
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Fig. 4.1. An c)l:ample of a portioll of the labeled graph. The center vertex is an F-vertc)(, the 
others are V·vertices. A full sign change is marked by f, and half sign changes arc marked h. 
(Non sign changes arc unmarked) 
4.6 Lemma (Sign changes around a vertex.) Let i be any V-vertex or F-vertex. 
(a) The lOtal number of sign changes at i, counted according 10 the definition 
above, is at most 2. (b) j is a live vertex if, and only if, f;=FO. 
Proof Consider the case where j is an F-vertex. Recall the definition of the 
affine function difJ(t i ). Let g be the restriction of d¢(t i ) to the plane Zi ' and 
let V;c V be the set or V-vertices which belong to the face i of P. 
Note that the correspondence V -Z" , restricted to 1';, gives a realization 
of the abstract polygon which is the i face of P as a polygon that lies in the 
plane Zi and whose vertices are the zu , ve iii. Denote this realization by P;(z). 
Consider now the case where j is a dead vertex; i.e., all the labels near 
j are O. Then g is zero on all the vertices of ~(z), and, being affine, it follows 
that g is zero on the plane Zj. So, in that case, dcp(tJ and tb(zJ are both zero 
on z/, and, consequently, d¢(lj) is a scalar multiple of ¢(z/). But the gradient 
of all the affine functions in ¢(G'2) is 1 and dtP(t;) e T~tz , ) cp(Grz). Therefore 
d,p(t;)=O, and t/=O. Conversely, it t/ = O, then obviously dtb(tJ = O and j is dead. 
Thus part (b) is proved in the case that i is an F-vertex. 
If g is positive on all the vertices of 1Hz), then all the labels ncar j will 
be +, and there are no sign changes at i. Similarly, if it is negative on all 
these points. then all the labels near i will be - . It remains to consider the 
case where g is not all positive, all negative, or al\ zero on Zu . ve iii. Then 
there is a line. say L, contained in ZI where g is zero. and g is positive on 
one half plane determined by this line and negative in the other. If the intersection 
of L with ~(z) is an edge of R(z), then two adjacent labels around i are zero 
and the other labels are either all + or all - . (The labels which arc 0 are 
those corresponding to the vertices of mz) which are in L.) Thus the total 
number of sign changes around i is 2 in this case. Otherwise, L intersects the 
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boundary of P;(z) in at most two points. Every such intersection point corre-
sponds to precisely one sign change in the total. (An intersection point in the 
relative interior of an edge of p;(z) corresponds to a sign change between a 
+ and a - . An intersection point which occurs a l a veClex z .. of 1Hz) corresponds 
to two half sign changes: each between the 11. .. = 0 label corresponding to w 
and the labels corresponding to its neighbors in the face i.) This completes 
the proof in the case ie F. 
Suppose now that ie V. The proof for this case will be, in some sense, dual 
to the above. Assume, for convenience of notation, that Zl =0. We think of 
Ii as a vector in R 3. If 1/= 0, then clearly all the labels near i are 0, and i 
is dead. Conversely, if 11. ,=0 for all faces fe F incident with i, then Ii belongs 
to all the corresponding planes z" and the intersection of these planes is {z. } 
={O}, so 1/= 0. Thus (b) is verified. 
To prove (a), we may, and will, assume 1/+ 0. Denote by V; the set of vertices 
veV which neighbor with i, and denote by C the convex hull of P(z) u{tJ 
Because 1. *" O= Zi, there are at most two faces of C which contain [Ii ' Zi]. Each 
face of C which contains [ Ii' za contains at most two points of the type zu, 
veV;. Let ve V; , and let f, geF be the two faces which contain the edge ( i, v). 
By the above, it is sufficient that we prove that the sum of the sign changes 
at i in the triangles (f, i, v) and (v, i, g) is 
(1) 0, if Z u does not belong to a face of C which contains [I i. za, 
(2) t. if z" belongs to only one face of C containing [ti t za, and this face contains 
some other point of the form zu, ue V; , 
(3) at most I, in any case. 
For the proof of (I), suppose that z" docs not belong to a face of C which 
contains [t it zJ. Then the affine hull of {fi• Zit zv} must contain interior points 
of P(z). Let p=A. , Z,,+).21/ be such an interior point. (Recall z;= O.) p is below 
z, and below z,' but 0, zuEz,n z" and therefore II is either below z, and below 
z, (if )'2> 0), o r above both of them (if A.2 < 0). This implies that ii., and ii., 
are either both + or both - . Using Lemma 4.4, it follows that il. ,,= ii. ,=li.,. 
and we see that (1) holds. 
To verify (2), assume now that Zu and Zu belong to a face, say Co , of C, 
containing [l i> zJ, v+ueV; , and that Co is the only face of C containing I, . 
Z", z,. The first assumption, implies that u must belong to the face f or to 
g, say to f Therefore, because Co and z, both contain the points Zit zv, Z", 
CO is contained in z,. Thus tiEz" and 11./ = 0. On the other hand, the second 
assumption shows that z, does nOl contain a face of C containing [l it za. This 
gives tl,/:z •• and therefore i,., +O. Using this and li., =O, Lemma 4.4 gives ii. , 
= i,.~+ II., = 0, and (2) follows. 
(3) follows immediately from Lemma 4.4, and this completes the proof of 
the lemma. 0 
4.7 Orientation Lemma. Let (i,i) be aT! edge in G +, alld suppose Ihat IET.S(/.}). 
Then the labels ii.} and Ij.; are compiementary. That is, I,.j= + if I}.;= - , 1 •. j=O 
if i. ·= 0 and i · .= - lift, ,= +. J'<"oJ • 
If we suppose that l En ( l.j) .. .€ v YF T.S(l.i>' then the lemma implies that on 
every edge of G+ the labels are complementary, and so we can associate with 
I a partial orientation of G+: an edge is oriented from + to -, and the edges 
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labeled with two O's remain unoriented. This is the reason for calling this lemma 
the 'Orientation Lemma '. 
Proof of Lemma 4.7 Consider the case where (i,j) is an edge of type V-V. 
Let z(s) be a smooth cu rve in S { I.J) satisfying z(O)= z and ddZ(S) I = t. If li.j= +, 
s . "' 0 
the I j points above the plane m{l .i>' and for s> O sufficiently small Z(S)i will 
be above this plane. If also lj.l= +, then z(s)j will be above that plane for 
s>O sufficiently small. But this would mean that the line segment [z(s)j, z(s);] 
joining z(s») and z(s); lies above this plane, which contradicts Z(S)ES(i.), because 
K does not intersect the half space above m{i. J>' Thus we see that two + labels 
cannot occur on the edge (i,j). 
If L= + , 11.;=0, then, for sufficiently small s>O, the segment [z(s)j, z(s);] 
is above m(l.j), except possibly for points arbitrarily close to Zj' Again this 
gives a contradiction, because K is disjoint from a neighborhood of Zj and 
does not intersect the half space above m(l.j)' Thus we see that a + and a 
o are impossible. 
Because - l is also in TzS( I.}), we see that two - labels, or a and a 
o are also impossible. The only remaining possibilities are + and - , or two 
O's, as required. 
The proof for the ease that (i,j) is a V-F type edge is similar (and 
simpler). 0 
4.8 Lemma (Sign changes in a quadrila teral) Let (v, u) be a v-v type edge 
in G..j., and let the two faces of P which contain.~ this edge be e, fEF. Suppose 
that t ET" S(V. M) r1 T. S(~.,,)r1 T% S(~./)r1 T% S<~.~ > r1 T% S(M./) . If among v, u, e, 
f there is one live vertex, then the sum of the total number of sign changes in 
both triangles (v, u, e) and (v, II, f) of G..j. is at feast one. (See Definitio/l 
4.5.) If among these four vertices there is more thall one live vertex, then this 
number of sign changes is af feast two. 
Proof No new geometric arguments will appear in the proof - the lemma is 
a combinatorial consequence of the Orientation Lemma and Lemma 4.4. Consid-
er some triangle (i, j, k) of G..j. , and assume that not all the labels in it are 
o and that reT" S{I.j)nT. S(J.k)r1T. S(k./). We will show, by a case by case 
analysis, that the total number of sign changes in this triangle is at least one. 
Suppose, without loss of generality, thal fi.J"FO, and suppose, by symmetry, 
that II.J= +. Then fj • l = -, by thc Orientation Lemma. We check thc three 
possibilities for the label fu. If fu= ~, then we already have onc full sign 
change in (i, j, k) at i. Consider the possibility lu=O. Then there is half a 
sign change at i, and Ik./=O, again by the Orientation Lemma. If Ik • j = +, - , 
then we also have half a sign change at k, and so only lk.j=O needs to be 
discussed. This however leads to IJ.k=O, and the half sign change appears at 
j. It remains to check lu = +, and, by symmetry, only the possibility fj • k = -
needs consideration. But then Il.I= - and ft . J= +, giving a sign change at 
k. 
We return to the situation of the lemma. Assume that the total number 
of sign changes in (v, u, e) and (v, u, f) is less than 2. By the above, it 
follows that in at least one of these triangles, say in (v, u, e), all the labels 
are O. In particular, we have I~.M= /~. ~=O. From Lemma 4.4 it then follows 
that 1~.f=O also, and by symmetry fw./ = O. From the Orientation Lemma we 
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gel 11.~ = l,. u= O, and so all the labels on both triangles are O. If, for instance, 
v is li ve, than there arc two half sign changes at v, one in each triangle. Thus 
there is a tOlal of one sign change in our quadrilateral (the two neighboring 
triangles) at each live V -ve rtex.. Also, there clea rly is one sign change for each 
livc f-vertex. This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 Suppose now that t is in the intersection (4.2). As we 
pointed out in the subsection devoted to the codimension count, il is enough 
to prove t = 0. Consider the gra ph G+ with the labeling induced by f. Note 
that t eS(i.}) for every <i, j) e E v VF, and so Lemma 4.8 can be freel y applied. 
The basic idea is the oldest trick in the book of combinatorics - a double 
count. We will count the number of sign changes in two different ways. On 
the one hand, Lemma 4.6 tells us that there are 'few ' sign changes, and on 
the other hand Lemma 4.8 shows that there arc 'many' sign changes. 
Each triangle of G+ has one v-v edge, and two V-F edges. We pair the 
triangles of G+ across v-v edges, to form quadrilaterals. Let Q\ be the set 
of such quadrilaterals which have exactly one live vertex, and let Q1 be the 
set of such quadrilaterals which have at least two li ve vertices. By Lemma 
4.8, the total number of sign changes in each quadrilateral in Q" is at least 
11 (n = 1, 2). So the total number of sign changes in G+ is a t least IQd+2 IQ11. 
But Lemma 4.6 implies that the total numbe r of sign changes in G+ is at most 
2/, where / is the number of Iivc vertices in G+. Thus we arrive at the inequality 
(4.4) IQ,I+ 2IQ,I <; 21. 
We think of this inequality as saying that there is a set of vertices L, the 
set of live vertices, which are incident to relatively few quadrilaterals; relative 
in relation to f= ILI . T his is like ha ving a set which is large when compared 
to the size of its boundary. 
Our inten tion is to prove /= 0. Then Lemma 4.6(b) gives t; = O for each 
vertex i, and thus (=0, as required. There are fairly direct (traditional) ways 
to prove 1= 0 from inequality (4.4), and from the fact that there is a triangle 
of dead vertices - <vo , VI ' 12)' We prefer to take a shortcut. 
Let G' be the planarly embedded graph obtained from G+ in the fo llowing 
manner. In each quadrilateral of Q\ that has a V-type live vertex delete the 
v-v edge, and insert into the quadrilateral an f-F edge joining the two F-type 
vertices of that quadrilateral. Because the graph G' is planar, G' can be embedded 
in the plane so that all its edges are straight line segmen ts (see [Tu], or prove 
by induction on the number of vertices). Fu rthermore, there is such a straight 
embedding so that the unbounded region in the complement of the embedded 
G' is the region corresponding to the triangle <vo, VI ' 11) , whose vertices are 
all dead . We think of G' as being thusly embedded. 
We est imate in two different ways the sum of the angles of G' at the live 
vertices. On the one hand, this is clearly 2nl. To make another estimate of 
this quantity, let q be some quadrilateral in Q\ , and let i be the live vertex 
of q. By our construction of G', the angle of q at i is an interior angle of 
a triangle, and is thus smaller than n. Since the sum of the angles of any quad rilat-
eral is 211" (except for the quadrilateral containing <vo, V\, f2 »), the sum of angles 
at live vertices for any quadrilateral in Qz is at most 2n, and is in fact smaller 
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than 21[ unless all its vertices are live. Summing over all quadrilaterals the 
total of the angles at the live vertices we see that 
.IQ.I + hIQ,I", 2./. 
Comparison with (4.4) shows that this inequality must be an equality. Thus 
our estimates for each quadrilateral are, in fact, realized. This shows that the 
vertices in every quadrilateral are either all dead, or all alive. By connectedness, 
since there are some dead vertices, all the vertices are dead. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 4.1 . 0 
We now obtain corollaries from the Theorem. 
4.9 Corollary (Rigidity) ZP. K is a discrete set. 
Proof. Because (4.1) is a transverse intersection of CI ·smooth submanifolds, 
the intersection ZP.K is a CI ·smooth submanifold whose codimension is equal 
to the sum of the codimensions. By our codimension count, this means that 
ZP.K is a O-dimensional submanifold; that is, it is discrete. 0 
The following elementary lemma will be needed for the proof of Theorem 
1.2. 
4.10 Lemma. Let XI' X 2 , • . " X~, Yl , Y2, ', . , Y"" M be C l submanifolds of 
a C1 manifold Z. Suppose that 
(4.5) 
and that intersection is transverse at z. Further suppose that 
Then the intersection M n(ni_1 Yi) is trallsverse at z. 
Proof. We will use the notation X I for the tangent space of X, at z, r. Xi' 
Similarly Y; = ~ Y;, M = ~M, When U c Ware vector subspaces of r.Z we 
will denote the codimension of U in W by codim(U, W), The cod imension 
of U in T,Z is denoted by codim(U). In the following computation we use 
the fact that codim(n i Vi> W) ~ L; codim(ll;, W), and that codim(V) =codim(U, 
W)+codim(W), if V, tJ,c W. Using the Iransversality of the intersection (4.5) 
and these properties, we have : 
• • L codim(X j)+ L codim(Y;) +codim(M) 
, "' I 
=codim«n7_ I X I)n(ni.o! Y;)) + codim(M) 
=codim«n~_ l Xi)n(ni_1 Y;),M)+2codim(M) 
~codim(n7", I XI' M)+codim(ni~ 1 ljnM, M)+2 cOdim(M) 
=codim(ni,'01 X/)+codim(n i" l ij n M) 
• • ~ L codim (-I,,) + L codim(Y,)+codim(M). 
,. , ,., 
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This show that equality holds throughout, and therefore codim(n; .ot Y, n M) 
• 
= codim (M") + I codim(Y;). That is the required transversality at z, and the 
,. , 
proof is complete. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.2 We do not yet prove the implicit claim that ZP.K is 
noncmpty, but prove the rest. Consider some point ZEZ P. K ' For showing tbat 
ZP. K is a six dimensional submanifold near Z there is clearly no loss of genera lity 
in assuming that Z EZ~. K ' because of the freedom in the choice of xo , X l ' Y2' 
Thus we will make this assumption. 
Consider the set M=Z ... n S(vo.v,)n S(vo,/l)n S(v,. /l) ' It is easy to see that 
M is a Ck-smooth submanifold having codimension 3, by showing that the 
in tersection defining M is transverse. (Recall that the S (v .u ) are C·-smooth, by 
Lemma 3.1). In fact, the transversality of that intersection follows from Theorem 
4.1 , because we could have chosen other vertices and another face in place 
of Vo, VI ' f 2' 
We have 
(4.6) 
Since M :::) Z O n Z I n Z 2 and the intersection (4.1 ) is transverse, it follows from 
Lemma 4.10 that the intersection (4.6) is t ransverse at z. Therefore, in a neighbor-
hood of Z, Z .... K is a C·-smooth submanifo ld whose codimension is equal to 
the sum of the codimensions in the intersection (4,6). So codim(Z .... K) = 3 + IE'I 
+IVF'I= codim(Z~,K) - 6, using our results from the cod imension count subsec-
tion. Thus dim (Zp.K) = 6, and this completes the proof. 0 
Remark. It is probably true, and perhaps not too hard to prove, that the assump-
tions in Theorem 1.1 are sufficient to guarantee that Z .... K is a 6-manifold, pe rhaps 
not smooth. 
S Existence of midscrihing configurations 
In this section we will prove the Midscribability Theorem 1.1. The basic metbod 
is the following. We start with some realization of P, ZOEZp, and show that 
there is a convex bod y, KO, which has positively curved C2-smooth boundary, 
a nd which P(zo) midscribes. Then we consider a curve of C2·smooth convex 
bodies with positively curved boundary, K", 0 <s < 1, which joins KO to Kl = K . 
Take some SE[O, I), and assume that K" can be P-midscribed. It easily follows 
from Theorem 4.1 applied to K" that K" can be P-midscribed for all s'e [O, 1] 
sufficiently close to s. This shows that the set of SE[O, I) for which K" is p-
midscribable is a relatively open set. If we could show tbat the set of SE[O, I] 
for which K S is P-midscribable is a closed sct, then it would fo llow tbat this 
set is [0, IJ , and that K = K I is P-midscribable. To show closure, the natural 
approach is to take a limit of midscribing configurations, and to claim tbat 
this gives a midscribing configuration. The difficulty in doing tbis is that the 
points Zu may escape to infinity, or plunge into K' . That is where the proof 
needs a little care, and where the details come in. 
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The following lemma will enable us to make sure that the vertices stay 
within a compact subset oflR 3, 
5.1 Lemma. For any smooth strictly convex body K and for any polyhedron 
Q rnidscribing K , there are at most two vertices of Q whose distances from K 
are greater than 2 diameter(K). 
Proof. Recall that if p, qeR3 arc two distinct vertices of Q. then the line segment 
joining p and q must intersect K. (Observation 2. 1(2).) Now consider three dis-
tinct vertices of Q, p, q, reRl, and assume, without loss of generality, that 
OeK. If the angles between the vectors p and q, and between the vectors p 
and rare ;:, 2n/3, then the angles between - p and q, and between -p and 
rare;;;; Tt/3. This would imply that the angle between q and r is ;;;; 2n/3. Therefore, 
at least one of the three angles determined by p, q, r at 0 is 1= 21[/3. Assume 
that this is the angle between p and q. Let x be the point closest to 0 on 
the line segment joining p and q. Because the angle between p and q is at 
most 2n/3, it follows that 2 11 x ll ~minimum (ll q ll , Il pll ). But II x ll 1= diamt::ter(K), 
because Oe K , and x is the closest point to 0 on the segment joining p a nd 
q which contains some point of K. Thus minimum( ll q ll , Il plll 1=2diametcr(K), 
and the lemma follows. 0 
5.2 Lemma. Let vo, VI be two neighboring vertices of P. For every constam 
C>O, there exists a realization of P, zeZ p , with the following properly. The 
edge joining z"" and z,,' has length C, but the distance from the midpoim of this 
edge to any vertex z". V=F VO , VI is less than t. 
Proof We start with an arbitrary realization Q = P(z) of P, a nd modify Q by 
a projective transformation. By applying an expansion, if necessary, assume 
that the edge e = [z"", z",J has length C. Pick a plane Lo in R J which contains 
the edge e, but is otherwise disjoint from Q. Now think of R 1 as being embedded 
in R 4 , and let L c R 4 be an affine three space whose intersection with R 3 
is Lo. Let x be the midpoint of the edge e, and let 0 be a point in JR 4 _{L v Rl} 
whose distance to x is some small (;> 0 and which is separated from Q - e 
by L. 
For any point ye Rl, if the line through y and 0 intersects L, then let f(y) 
be the point in the intersection of this line with L. The mapping f defined 
thusly is a projective map from R3 to L. (To be more precise, f extends to 
a projective map from real projective 3-space to the projective closure of L.) 
The image of Q, Q' = f(Q), is a realization of P in L. The points on the edge 
e remain fixed under f 
On the other hand, let h be the distance from L to the vertices of Q other 
than z"o' z"" let y be some vertex of Q other than z"o' z"" and let I be the 
length of the part of [y,o] which lies in the same side of L as y. As Fig. 5.1 
illustrates, 
d(o, L)/ 
d(o,J(y)) ~ d(y, L) . 
Using d(o, L)1=d(o, x)=e, I ~ d(y, o) ~ d(y, x)+d(x, 0), and dey, L) ~ h, we see 
that 
d(o,j(y)) ~ , (d;amet:,(Q)+e) . 
Thus, because the points x, t vo, t " , remain fixed under f, the polyhedron Q' = f(Q) 
satisfys the required conditions, provided e is sufficiently small. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1 Let Vo• VI' f2 be as in Theorem 4.1. We start with a 
realization of P, P(zo), zO e Zp, which sa tisfies the conclusion of Lemma 5.2 
with C=6. For each edge e of P(zo), let Qe be the midpoint of the edge. From 
the properties of P(zo) it follows that the diameter of the set of all such Qe 
is < t. For each edge e of P(zo) choose some plane me which supports P(ZO) 
at that edge; i.e .• P(ZO)nme= e. Now let KO be a C2 ·smooth strictly convex 
body of diameter < 1 with positively curved boundary and whose boundary 
contains each Q e and is tangent to me at Q e (for each edge e of P(zo)). Clearly, 
such a KO exists. (To get an explicit construction, one can start with the convex 
hull of small balls Bu with each Be tangent to me at a~ from the side of m~ 
which contains interior(P(zo» , and then minutely modify this convex body away 
from the Qe to make its boundary positively curved and e2). By construction, 
the polyhedron P(ZO) midscribes K O. 
Denote by Xo and XI the two vertices zeo and ze, of P(ZO), let eo be the 
edge of P(zo) joining them, and let Y2=ZJl' Let KI be a copy of K , rescaled 
and translated so that it has diameter < t and is tangent to meo at a~o' from 
the same side that KO is. It is clearly enough jf we show that KI can be P 
midscribed. 
Now choose a curve KJ , se[O, I], of strictly convex bodies joining Ko and 
K I' We require that each of the sets KJ, se(O, I), is tangent to meo at Q"o' that 
its boundary be C1-smooth and positively curved, and that its diameter be 
less than I (and the curve must be continuous, in the Hausdorff metric). Clearly, 
there exists such a curve. 
Let A be the set of se [O, I] such that there exists a realization reZI' which 
midscribes KS and satisfys z:'o = Xo, r.; , = x!, zil = Y2' Clearly, OeA, because P(zo) 
midscribes K O. Our goal is to show that l eA, by demonstrating that A n [O, 1) 
is relatively open and A is closed in [0, I]. 
Showing that An [0, I) is open in [0, I] is easy after the preparations in 
the previous section: Consider an seA - {I}. The K· midscribing configuration 
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z" is in Zp,K" By Theorem 4.1, applied to K ' , the intersection (4.1) is transverse 
al Z· , This implies that if the intersecting submanifolds in (4.1) are perturbed 
sligbtly, an intersection close to z' remains. For K' a smooth strictly convex 
body sufficiently close to K', the corresponding submanifolds are close to those 
of K', (For each <u, w>eE' there is a homeomorphism of S ( w .... )(K·) to S{u.w) (K') 
which is arbitrarily close to the identity on compact subsets of Z +, if K ' is 
sufficiently close to K', For example, one can take as this homeomorphism 
the mapping Z_t' so that z;=z; for ieF v V- {u, w}. and z~ = zw +b'- b and 
z:'= z .. + b' - b, where b is the point of tangency of [ZU I z ... J with K S and b' 
is the point of oK' which has the same outer unit normal in K ' as p has in 
K". The submanifolds other than Z + in the intersection (4.1) which are not 
of the form S~ , eEE', are tbe same for K and K'.) Thus ZP.K'· is nonempty 
for se[O, 1] sufficiently close to s, proving that A - {l} is open in [0, 1). 
To prove that A is closed in [0, I] , let r l , rz, r J , .. . be a sequence in A 
converging to some r e [O, I]. Since ril E A, n= I, 2, . . . , there exists a configuration, 
r~ say, in Zj.. Kr~. The length of the edge [xo, XI] is 6, and the midpoint of 
this edge is in every K' , and therefore, because diameter(K,) < I , the distance 
from Xo or XI to K' is greater than 2diameter(K' ). Together with Lemma 5.1 , 
this implies that for every vertex ve V the sequence {r;,~ : n = I, 2, ... } is bounded. 
From this we also conclude that for every f e F the sequence {rr: n= 1. 2, . . . } 
is contained in a compact subset of Gr2 • because each plane zi contains some 
vertex z~n. Therefore there is some configuration zeZ which is an accumulation 
point for the sequence {z·n}. Since we can replace the sequence {rn} by some 
subsequence, we may, and will, assume that actually z'n ..... Z as n ...... 00 . 
We want to show that z is a midscribing configuration for Kr. It follows 
from the convergence of rn to z and the corresponding property for z'n that 
Zp lies in the plane zl' whenever the vertex ve V belongs to the face fe F . Another 
consequence of the convergence is that for v, ue V [ zu , ZM] intersects Kr (recall 
Observation 2.1(2)), and is tangent to Kr, if ( v, u)e E. "Tangent' here is taken 
in a broad sense - allowing the tangency to be at an endpoint of the segment 
[ z", ZM]' or even allowing zu= ZwEaKr. It still requires proof to show that zuf K', 
ve V. 
To prove that zpf: Kr, ve V, let Vo be a connected component (in the graph 
of P) of the set of vertices ve V for which z"e K'. Because [z", zJ is tangent 
to Kr for ( v, u ) eE, it follows that all the points tp, ve Vo are the same point. 
say Po, and that poe aK r• 
Let feF be any face of P, and denote by VI the collection of vertices of 
P which belong to f Because P(r") midscribes K'" for each n, we know that 
the convex hull of {z~": veV/ } contains Kr" n r! (Observation 2.1(1)). In the 
limit, since K' is strictly convex., it follows that the convex hull of {t u: ve V/ } 
contains Kr n z, . 
Now, the face zl . intersects the interior of K' , since zJ2=z12= YZ' which 
is not equal to mr", but passes through the point all" where m .. " and Kr are 
tangent (because z h ~ {xo. X d). Using the above fact that the convex hull of 
{zv: veVh } contains the two dimensional smooth set K' n zh . we see that at 
least three points in {z u: zeVIJ are not in K'. Therefore V- Vo contains at 
least three vertices. 
Now let Vo be the set of vertices in V - Vo which neighbor with some vertex. 
in Vo. For each veUo, the segment [tv, Po] is tangent to K' at Po . Therefore, 
all the points Zp, veUo. lie in the plane, mPG say, which is tangent to Kr at 
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Po. Because K' is strictly convex, Po is the only point of K' in mIlo ' Therefore, 
if u, v are distinct vertices in Va , then [zu, z,.] must pass through Po, since 
[z .. , zv] has to intersect K'. This implies that there are at most 2 distinct vertices 
in Vo' But. as noted above, there are more than 2 vertices in V- Vo, and we 
see that Va is a set of at most two vertices which separates the graph of P. 
This contradicts the well known elementary fact that graphs of polyhedra are 
3·connected (see [Gr. Theorem 1l.3.1]), and this contradiction shows that Vo =0. 
Therefore z"riKr for ve V. 
To show that zeZj../(,., all that remains to be seen is that zeZ •. For this, 
let Ie F be a face of P, and Jet we V be some vertex which does not belong 
to the face f Because for each n= I, 2, 3 ..... z';: is below the plane z'!. in 
the limit. z,.. is either on z f' or below z f' We have noted above that the convex 
hull of {zv: VEVI } must contain z/nK". From this and z,..riK', we see that 
if zwEZr. then the segment [zw . zv] will be disjoint from K' for some veVI , 
but we know that that is impossible. Therefore z,.. is below the plane z I' and 
this establishes zeZc • 
Having show n that zeZp./(~, we conclude that reA. Thus A is a closed 
set. Because A- {l} is open and closed in [0, 1~ and is nonempty (OeA), it 
follows that A-{ I}=[O, 1). Now l eA, because A is closed in [0, I]. Therefore 
K\ and also K, can be P·midscribed. This completes the proof. 0 
6 Concluding remarks 
As pointed out in the introduction, Thurston's proof of the midscribability of 
the sphere can be reversed, to give another proof of: 
6.1 Corollary (Circle Packing Theorem) Let G be a planar graph. Then there 
exists a circle packing on the sphere having G as its tangency gra ph ; lhat is, 
the circles of rhe packing are in one to one correspondence with the vertices 
of G and two circles touch if and only if rhe corresponding vertices of G share 
an edge. 
Proof It is easy to see that one can extend G to a triangulation of S2 by 
adding vertices and edges to G, but without adding an edge between two vertices 
which are already in G. Since it is suffjcient to prove the claim for the extended 
grapb, we may, and will, assume that G is a triangulation. Then there is some 
polyhedron, say Q, whose graph is precisely G. Theorem 1.1 implies that there 
is such a polyhedron Q which midscribes the unit sphere S2 c lt3. For each 
vertex v of Q, let C" be the set of points on S2 which are visible from v; that 
is, the set of PES2 so tbat the segment [p, v] intersects S2 only in p. Then 
the collection of these sets C" forms a circle packing on S2 and two circles 
are tangent if and only if the corresponding vertices share an edge of Q. 0 
Of course, our result here can be used to generalize the circle packing theorem 
to packings on the boundary of convex bodies. However, this already appears 
in [Schr]. 
Remark. Perhaps the best setting for the midscription problem is not in R 3 , 
but in S3 (S3 considered as the double cover of projective 3·space, rather than 
as the one point compactification ofIR 3). This is like allowing polyhedra obtained 
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from convex polyhedra by projective transformations. One advantage to working 
in Sl is that duality between vertices and faces, which did not appear in our 
discussion but lurked in the background. is more apparent. Another advantage 
is that there is no need to worry about vertices escaping to infinity, and so 
the Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 can be deleted from the discussion. With the appropriate 
adjustment of the definitions and the situation in Theorem 4.1 to S3, one gets 
that if the points xo, x I are not antipodal, and the plane (that is, codimension 
1 oriened great sphere) Y2 contains interior points of K, then Z,..K+0. In fact , 
Zp, K consists of one single point. In this setting, it follows that the manifold 
of solutions is homeomorphic to the Mobius group. 
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